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A Schooner Sail to
California's Galapagos
We've got nothing against celebrating Mother's Day by sipping mimosas,
brunching on eggs Benedict, and enjoying quiet conversation with the moms in
our life. But when we heard about the
charter schooner Freda B's first annual
Mother's Day cruise to the South Farallon Islands, we jumped at the chance to
join the fun.
Despite all the places we've sailed to
in Northern California and beyond, we'd
never been out to the South Farallones,
a cluster of jagged granite pinnacles that
jut up from the sea floor 28 miles west of
the Golden Gate. (The North Farallones
lie five and a half miles farther to the
northwest.)
Although these remote isles are barren and somewhat forbidding, they host
an enormous population of seabirds and
marine mammals, but only about a half
dozen humans reside here, all research
scientists who rotate onto and off the
island every six weeks or so.
The idea to try a Farallones Mother's
Day cruise — and make it an annual tradition — was dreamed up by Paul Dines
and Marina O'Neill of SF Bay Adventures,
largely because Paul has been fascinated
with these desolate isles for decades due
to his involvement with the Farallon Pa-

trol, a group of volunteer mariners who
shuttle scientists and supplies from the
Bay to the islands. The group was originated by the late Charlie Merrill, one of
Paul's principal sailing mentors when he
was young.
Roughly 30 passengers spanning
several generations showed up at 9
a.m. on that overcast Sunday morning,
all bundled up for what they suspected
would be a chilly, but exciting adventure.
Belowdecks, in the 80-ft steel schooner's comfy, wood-trimmed salon, was a
spread of bagels, fresh fruit, cereal and
hot beverages that served as a hint of the
culinary treats that would follow — no
one goes hungry aboard the Freda B.
After a short safety briefing, Captain
Paul and his well-practiced crew shoved
off from the schooner's berth in the 'front
row' of Sausalito Yacht Harbor, and
were soon hoisting sails — all without
winches, in the tradition of old-school
marlinespike seamanship. A traditionally
rigged gaff schooner, Freda B typically
carries a mainsail, foresail, staysail and
jib.

On the return to the Bay five-year-old Ben, the
youngest crew member, strikes a pose beneath
the Golden Gate with his daddy, Zac.

With their abundant food supply, the South
Farallones serve as a waterside resort for all
sorts of marine mammals.

As we cruised south from Sausalito
toward the Golden Gate, a strong, cold
breeze roared down Hurricane Gulch,
and crewmen began passing out waterproof lap blankets to keep all passengers
on deck cozy and warm.
Once outside the Gate and beyond
the Point Bonita Lighthouse, Freda B
tacked northwest, slowly pulling away
from the Marin Headlands and angling
toward open ocean. After an hour and
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ith a special report this month on A Mini-Expedition to the
Farallones Marine Sanctuary plus Charter Notes.

a half or two, the coast faded away and
the silhouette of the Farallon peaks came
into view. Everyone seemed to have their
cameras at the ready, as we'd already
seen several seals and dolphins, plus a
pair of spouting humpback whales.
By this point guests were on their second or third course of tasty, homecooked
food: After the breakfast spread came
hot quiche, then plates of cheese and
sliced baguettes, after which the smell of
steaming minestrone soup began wafting
up through the midship companionway.
As if by special arrangement, the
overcast dissipated as we drew near the
islands, revealing a brilliant blue sky.
Having been here many times before,
Paul knew he could safely anchor in
Fisherman's Bay — the only possible
spot to do so.
As the crew stripped off their outer
layers and enjoyed hot soup and beef
stew, seabirds and marine mammals put
on a show on the rocky shore, a mere
30 yards away. Scientists tell us that
the Farallones are home to the largest
colony of seabirds in the contiguous
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Above: Captain Paul swings 'Freda B' into
Fisherman's Bay. Below: Charlie Merrill's handdrawn map of the South Farallones.

seals and whales. Hence the nickname
"California's Galapagos." Great white
sharks are often spotted here also, although we didn't see any on this trip.
United States — some 300,000 of them
(from 13 species) during the nesting
Why such a proliferation of species?
season — in addition to many marine
Because of the Farallones' unique locamammals such as sea lions, sea otters,
tion. They lie far from the direct influences of human habitation,
Fisherman's Bay while also near the 6,000-ft
dropoff of the continental shelf,
where they are surrounded by a
rich soup of nutrients brought
up from the depths by upwelling — especially in the spring
and summer. Lying within the
federally protected Gulf of the
Farallones National Marine
Sanctuary, these unglamorous
isles are "amid one of the most
productive marine food webs
on the planet," according to
Sanctuary scientists.
As prolific as birds and
marine mammals are today,
however, they have endured
several dark chapters. For example, historians tell us that

in the early 1800s Russian fur
traders decimated populations of
fur seals, sea lions and elephant
seals here.
While his guests relaxed and
marveled at the abundance of
nearby wildlife, Captain Paul
shared one of the more bizarre
chapters of Farallones history.
During the Gold Rush, fresh eggs
— along with many other basic
commodities — were extremely
scarce around San Francisco Bay.
So groups of men would sail out
to the islands and strip the rugged
terrain of eggs laid by birds called
common murres. They reportedly
had a very pleasant taste, and
according to Paul, they were sold
back in San Francisco for as much
as a dollar apiece — big money at
the time. Despite such prices the
murre population was devastated. But
eventually the practice was outlawed,
"Brie and baguettes anyone?" Tasty treats
seemed to be coming up from the galley all
day long.
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and populations of wildlife eventually began to rebuild after the
Farallones' protected status was
codified in 1909 by President Teddy
Roosevelt, who declared most of the
islands a National Wildlife Refuge.
Before sailing back to the Bay,
we took a spin all the way around
the South Farallones, observing
not only the landscape but the few
man-made structures, such as the
crane that hoists a special launch
into and out of a tiny cove — the
only way ashore — and the two
identical houses, originally built for lighthouse keepers, that now accommodate
visiting scientists from all over the world.
Unfortunately, the strong winds forecast for the return trip never materialized, but we had a pleasant motorsail
back to Sausalito nonetheless. The 60mile round trip was probably the longest
daysail any of us had ever taken on a
charter boat. But this was one Mother's
Day cruise that would not soon be forgotten.
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tures.com. You'll find a comprehensive list of other Bay Area charter
operations in the "Chartering" section of www.latitude38.com.
— andy

Using the detailed map drawn by his childhood
sailing mentor, Capt. Paul points out various
topographical features of the South Farallones.

As a final note, we should point out
that this mini-expedition is a great
example of the sort of outside-the-box
thinking that might lead you to dream
up other unique daysails that utilize the
Bay Area's professionally crewed charter
fleet.
For more info on Freda B, contact SF
Bay Adventures via www.sfbayadven-

Charter Notes
We've boxed ourselves into a
corner this month, but we do
have room to share one important
thought: If you've been hoping to
do a charter beyond the Bay Area
this summer, there's still time,
especially if September or early
October will work for you.
Considered the "shoulder season"
in many prime Northern Hemisphere
charter venues such as the Med, Aegean,
Adriatic and Pacific Northwest, chartering during the late summer will result
in lower prices, much less crowded anchorages, restaurants and shops — and
you may also find better sailing breeze
than is typical during the hottest weeks
of mid-summer. So quit procrastinating
and pull the trigger.

